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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we study algorithms for computing market
equilibrium in markets with linear utility functions. The
buyers in the market have an initial endowment given by
a portfolio of items. The market equilibrium problem is to
compute a price vector which ensures market clearing, i.e.
the demand of a good equals its supply, and given the prices,
each buyer maximizes its utility. The problem is of considerable interest in Economics. This paper presents a formulation of the market equilibrium problem as a parameterized
linear program. We construct the dual of these parametrized
linear programs. We show that finding the market equilibrium is the same as finding a linear-program from the family
of programs where the optimal dual solution satisfies certain
properties. The market clearing conditions arise naturally
from complementary slackness conditions.
We then define an auction mechanism which computes
prices such that approximate market clearing is achieved.
The algorithm we obtain outperforms previously known
methods.

In this paper we study algorithms for computing market
equilibrium in markets with linear utility functions. Consider a market comprising n buyers and m items. Each
buyer has an endowment given by a portfolio of items. A
finite quantity of each item is available and is assumed to be
divisible. Further, each (buyer, item) pair has an associated
utility function. This function is assumed to be non-negative
and linear. The market equilibrium problem is to compute
a price vector and a feasible assignment of goods to buyers such that no buyer is induced to change his assignments
with respect to the given set of prices and market clearing
is achieved, i.e. there is no surplus or deficit of the goods.
The problem is of considerable interest in Economics and
was first proposed in 1891 by Fisher [4]. Independently
Leon Walras (1894) proposed the notion of general equilibrium. Walras proposed that a general equilibrium could be
achieved by a price-adjustment process called tatonnement
[14]. Establishing that an equilibrium can be achieved is
a problem of considerable interest in descriptive and normative economics. The existence of equilibrium prices in a
general setting has been established by Arrow and Debreu
[1]. The proof is non-constructive and the natural question
is the existence of an efficient computation process which establishes equilibrium. However, as discussed in Devanur et
al. [8], computationally efficient time algorithms had evaded
researchers. A polynomial time algorithm for a specific case
has been recently proposed in Devanur et al. [8]. In this
case the set of traders is partitioned into buyers and sellers.
Buyers initially have endowment of money while the sellers
initially have items. Moreover, the buyers do not have any
value for money and the sellers do not have any value for
the items.
In this paper we consider a more general model of market
which consists of a set of traders who have an initial endowment of a set of items (one of the items could be money).
The traders have different utilities for these items. These
utilities are assumed to be linear.
We formulate a family of linear programs parameterized
by the price vector. We construct the dual of these programs. The optimal solution of the dual program corresponding to a market clearing price, has a special property.
We show that whenever the dual program satisfies this property, the corresponding price vector achieves market clearing. The market clearing conditions arise naturally from
the complementary slackness conditions of the parameterized linear program.
We then define an auction mechanism which computes
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equilibrium prices such that approximate market clearing
is achieved, i.e. the surplus is cleared to within ǫ of the
total final endowment and the items are almost all sold.
The proposed algorithm resembles a primal-dual mechanism
similar to Kuhn’s methodology for bipartite matching [11]
and provides an efficient tatonnement type process [13, 5]
for computing approximate market clearing.
The importance of polynomial time schemes has been
highlighted in a computer science context by Papadimitriou
[12]. Approximation algorithms for the market equilibrium
have been considered in [7] where a fixed number of buyers
(agents) have been considered. After the development of
this algorithm we have become aware of two approximation
algorithms recently developed for this problem. The first
algorithm [10] provides an approximation using the framework described in [8]. This algorithm achieves complete
market clearing and approximate the optimality of the solution. The second algorithm [9] removes the dependence
on the sizes of the numbers to achieve a strongly polynomial algorithm. The notion of the approximation achieved
in the paper [9] is that of bounding the deficiency or surplus
of the goods in terms of their money value. The final algorithm presented in our paper (Section 7) achieves market
clearing in terms of the quantity of each available good (and
hence in terms of their money value) and approximates the
optimality conditions.
The time complexity of our first algorithm is
m
a
O( ǫ12 nm log( pǫamax
) log pmax ), where a =
j=1 aj the
min
sum of all available items, pmax is the largest price (assuming that the smallest price is unity), amin = minj aj
is the smallest quantity of an available item, n is the
number of traders and m is the number of items in the
market.
The algorithm achieves approximate market
clearing in terms of the quantity of each available good.
We also give an improved approximation algorithm,
which achieves market clearing, and is of complexity
O( 1ǫ (nm2 + mn2 ) log pmax ). The largest price pmax can
be loosely bounded by vmax /vmin , where vmax and vmin
are the largest and smallest values of the positive valued
utilities, respectively. The algorithm is polynomial in all the
parameters of the problem, except for the error tolerance ǫ.
In comparison, the algorithm presented in [8]
solves a special case of this problem but requires
O(m2 (n log(vmax /vmin ) + log M m2 )) max-flow computations, where M is the total money available to compute
the exact market clearing prices.
The algorithm in
[10] solves the problem we address with complexity
m4
(log m + m log U + log M ) max-flow computations where
ǫ
U and M depend on the utilities and endowments, respectively. And finally the algorithm in [9] solves the problem
4
in O( mǫ log m
) max-flow computations. While the timeǫ
complexity of these methods involves large polynomials (
7
) (assuming max-flow computations are
roughly O( mǫ log m
ǫ
3
O((m )) these solutions provide very interesting insights
into this problem.
Apart from the improved complexity provided in this paper the technique proposed is of particular interest. Moreover, if we aim to satisfy the approximation conditions of [9]
then the complexity of our method is also strongly polynomial, i.e. O( 1ǫ (nm2 + mn2 ) log m
).
ǫ
We begin with the market model in Section 2 and present
a parameterized linear programming formulation in Sec-

P

tion 3. We present our basic auction algorithm for approximating market equilibrium In Section 4 and the faster auction algorithm in Section 5. In Section 6 we discuss how
our algorithm can be used to find approximate market equilibrium while allowing some of the utilities to be zero. In
Section 7 we show that, under a weaker definition of approximate market clearing [9] the time complexity of our
algorithm becomes strongly polynomial. We conclude in
Section 8.

2. MARKET MODEL
We consider the generalized market model with linear utilities. The market consists of a set of m goods (S) and a set
of n traders (T ). Trader i has an initial endowment aij of
good j. The total amount of good j available in the market
n
is given by aj =
i=1 aij . The utilities of the traders on
these goods are assumed to be linear. Let vij be the perunit utility of trader i on good j. The traders exchange their
goods so as to maximize their individual utilities. For this
presentation, we will assume that the utilities are positive.
Note that as a consequence, all prices are positive. This assumption can be removed by a variety of methods. In the
conclusion we outline a perturbation method which resolves
this issue. Utilities which are 0 can create arbitrary price
rises. This has also been observed in the algorithm in [10].
An alternate approach is to detect high prices during the
execution of the algorithm.
Let the prices of the goods be represented in terms of
an abstract currency, which serves just as a medium of exchange. Given the prices p1 , p2 , . . . , pm of the m goods, a
trader would like to buy goods with high utility per unit
money and sell goods with low utility per unit money. Thus,
in equilibrium, trader i will keep only those goods that maximize vij /pj , where vij represents per-unit utility of trader i
on good j. Let xij represent the amount of good j available
with trader i. Let P represent the m × 1 vector of prices
and X represent the n × m matrix of the assignments x′ij s.
The pair (X, P ) forms a market equilibrium iff (a) there is
neither a surplus nor a deficiency of any good (including
money); (b) all the traders get goods that maximize their
utility per unit money spent. The prices P are called market
clearing prices and X is called equilibrium assignment.
The condition for market equilibrium can be mathematically represented as:

P

Xx
n

∀j :

Xx

ij

= aj

i=1
m

∀i :

ij pj

m

=

ij pj

(2)

≥ vik /pk ∀k

(3)

j=1

xij > 0 ⇒ vij /pj

Xa

(1)

j=1

xij ≥ 0, pj ≥ 0
Equation (1) implies that there is no deficiency or surplus
of any good. Equation (2) implies that there is no deficiency
or surplus of money. Equation (3) implies that every trader
gets only those goods that maximizes its utility gained per
unit money spend on the good.
It must be noted that the model described by Devanur et
al. [8] is a special case of the above model, where money is
also assumed to be a “good”. The traders are partitioned

into buyers and sellers. Initially the buyers are endowed with
money and the sellers are endowed with goods. The utility
of the traders on money is zero, and the utility of the sellers
on all the goods is zero. The sellers have unit utilities for
money. With these assumptions it can be observed that the
conditions (1), (2) and (3) translate into the market clearing
conditions for the model considered by Devanur [8].

3.

The market equilibrium conditions can be written as a
solution to a specific primal-dual program. Consider the
following program LP (P ):

XXv
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m
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Subject to:
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ij pj

=
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j=1

xij

≥ 0

If the prices pj are assumed to be fixed for all j then the
above program (LP (P )) becomes linear. We consider the
dual of this linear program (using Lagrangian multipliers βj
for (4) and αi for (5)) DP (P ):

XXa
n

Minimize

m

i=1 j=1

Xa β
m

ij pj αi

+

j j

j=1

Subject to:
∀i, j : αi pj + βj ≥ vij

(6)

This gives a family of primal-dual linear programs LP (P )
and DP (P ), one for each value of the price vector P . It
is easy to show that the value of a feasible primal solution
is always less than or equal to that of a feasible dual solution. Moreover, these values are equal when the feasible
primal and dual solutions satisfy the following complementary slackness conditions:
xij > 0 ⇒

αi pj + βj = vij

(7)

The following result relates the optimal solution of the
above programs to the market clearing prices.
Lemma 1. A price vector P ≥ 0 forms market clearing
prices if the program DP (P ) has an optimal solution with
βj = 0.
Proof. Consider an optimal primal and an optimal dual
with βj = 0. The optimal primal satisfies the conditions
(4) and (5) which are same as (1) and (2). Complementary
slackness conditions (7) and the fact βj = 0 and the dual
feasibility conditions (6) give:
∀i, j : xij > 0 ⇒ αi pj + βj = vij
⇒ αi = vij /pj
⇒ ∀k : vij /pj pk + βk ≥ vik
⇒ ∀k : vij /pj ≥ vik /pk

Lemma 2. Existence of market clearing prices is equivalent to the existence of a program DP (P ) which has an
optimal solution with β = 0.

4. AN AUCTION ALGORITHM FOR
MARKET CLEARING PRICES

A PARAMETRIZED LINEAR
PROGRAMMING FORMULATION

Maximize

The following result is immediate from the definition of
market clearing prices.

We now present an approximate algorithm for discovering the market clearing prices. The algorithm is based on
the primal-dual formulation for market clearing as described
in the previous section. The variables βj are set to zero
throughout the algorithm. The variables xij are initialized
to zero and are modified as the algorithm progresses. The
prices pj are initialized to 1 and are slowly and monotonically increased as the algorithm makes progress.
This approach has a similarity with the Hungarian
method of Kuhn [11] for soving the assignment problem. Unlike the Hungarian method which raises the price of all the
goods in a minimal over-demanded set by a specific amount,
our algorithm raises the price of one good at a time by a fixed
multiplicative factor (1 + ǫ), where ǫ > 0 is a small quantity
suitably chosen at the beginning of the algorithm. This algorithm has an auction interpretation, where traders outbid
each other to acquire goods of their choice by submitting a
bid that is a factor (1 + ǫ) of the current winning bid. Prior
to this, auction algorithms have been proposed for maximum weight matching in bipartite graphs and network flow
problems [6, 3, 2].
The dual variables αi are chosen such that the dual feasibility condition (6) is satisfied. During the course of the
algorithm, the variables xij are successively modified by a
bidding process such that the following relaxed primal and
relaxed complementary slackness conditions are always satisfied:

P

P

P

P

n
n
∀j : If pj > 1 then
i=1 xij = aj else
i=1 xij ≤ aj (8)
m
m
∀i : j=1 xij pj ≤ (1 + ǫ) j=1 aij pj
(9)

xij > 0 ⇒ vij ≤ αi pj ≤ (1 + ǫ)vij

(10)

The bidding process raises the prices. As these prices increase, the inequalities (8) and (9) become tighter. These
become very close to (4) and (5) when the algorithm terminates. This leads to approximate market clearing. We now
present the algorithm in detail.
Let the price of good j be pj . At any stage in the auction
algorithm, each good j is sold at two prices: pj /(1 + ǫ) and
pj . Let yij be the amount of good j sold to trader i at price
pj /(1 + ǫ) and hij be the amount sold to trader i at price
pj . Now, xij = yij + hij .
Define demand set Di of trader i as:
Di = arg max vij /pj

(11)

j

Define the surplus (ri ) left with trader i as:

Xa

Xy p − Xh p
(12)
1+ǫ
P r . Let a = min a and
and P
the total surplus r =
a=
a . Further a good j is defined to be unassigned
m

ri =

j=1

m
j=1

m

m

ij pj

j

−

ij

j=1

n
i=1

j

ij j

j=1

i

min

j

j

P
P

n
if
i=1 xij < aj and assigned otherwise. Define a good j
to be available at price p if its current price pj is equal to p
and n
i=1 hij < aj .
At the beginning of the algorithm, the prices (pj ) are initialized to 1 and the variables yij , hij , xij are initialized to
zero. A trader (say i) with positive surplus acquires goods
in its demand set. If a good (say j) in the demand set of
trader i is still unassigned, it is acquired at unit price. If the
good j is available at its current price pj , it is acquired by
outbidding another trader who has been assigned the good
at a lower price (pj /(1 + ǫ)). If good j is not available at its
current price pj , its price is increased by a factor (1 + ǫ) and
hence, the good is made available. This process continues
until either the surplus of the traders becomes sufficiently
small or all the goods are assigned. The details of the algorithm are given in Figure 1.

algorithm main
∀i, j : xij = yij = hij = 0; pj = 1;
ri = m
j=1 aij pj ;
αi = maxj vij /pj ;
repeat
pick i s.t. ri > 0
αi = maxj vij /pj
pick j ∈ Di
n
if
k=1 xkj < aj then assign(i, j)
else if ∃k s.t. ykj > 0 then outbid(i, j, k)
else raise price(j)
ǫ
until ∀i : ri < n(1+ǫ)
amin or ∀j : n
i=1 xij = aj
end algorithm main

P

P

P

procedure outbid(i, j, k)
t = min(ykj , pri )
j
hij = hij + t
ykj = ykj − t
ri = ri − tpj
pj
rk = rk + t 1+ǫ
end procedure

P

procedure assign(i, j)
t = min(aj − n
k=1 xkj ,
hij = hij + t
ri = ri − tpj
end procedure

ri
pj

)

procedure raise price(j)
∀k : ykj = hkj
∀k : hkj = 0
∀i : ri = ri + ǫaij pj
pj = (1 + ǫ)pj
end procedure

In the procedure assign(), pj is unchanged and xij is only
increased. The variable t is chosen such that (8) remains
satisfied.
For condition (9) it is sufficient to show that ri ≥ 0
throughout the auction. This is true after the initialization
step. In procedures outbid() and assign(), the variable t is
chosen in such a way that ri ≥ 0. Procedure raise price()
m
does not change the value of m
j=1 yij pj /(1+ǫ)+
j=1 hij pj
for any i. As a result ri as defined in (12), can only increase
in this procedure. Therefore (9) remains satisfied throughout the algorithm.
The variables αi ’s are set during initialization step and
the update step in such a way that (6) is satisfied. Procedure raise price(j) only increases pj . Therefore (6) remains
satisfied throughout the algorithm.
Condition (10) is satisfied after the initialization step.
Since (6) is satisfied throughout the algorithm vij ≤ αi pj .
We just need to show that:

P

xij > 0 ⇒ αi pj ≤ (1 + ǫ)vij .

4.1 Analysis
We first show that when the algorithm terminates, conditions (4) and (5) are approximately satisfied.
Lemma 4. When algorithm main terminates, the following conditions are satisfied:
∀j :

aj
1+ǫ

≤

Xx

ij pj

≤

Xa

Xx

n

∀i :

P

P

j=1

1
1+ǫ

n

ij (1

m

j j

j=1

≤ aj

(14)

+ ǫ)pj

(15)

Xa p

(16)

j=1

Xa p ≤ XXx
m

ij

i=1
m

m

Proof. Condition (8) is satisfied after the initialization
step. Note that procedure outbid() does not change the
n
values of pj and
i=1 xij . So, if condition (8) is satisfied before the entry to the procedure, it is also satisfied
after its exit. Procedure raise price() can only be entered
n
if
k=1 xkj = aj . It does not change the value of xij .
Therefore (8) will be satisfied at the end of the procedure.

(13)

Since pj ’s can only increase as the algorithm progresses, αi
can only decrease. Therefore, if (13) is satisfied before update of αi , it will remain satisfied after the update as well.
When xij is increased in procedure outbid() or assign(),
j ∈ Di i.e. αi = vij /pj , which satisfies (13). It remains to
be seen that (13) continues to be satisfied after raise price()
is called.
Note that when assign() or outbid() is called, j ∈ Di
i.e. vij = αi pj . Call to raise price(j) increases pj by a
factor (1 + ǫ). So, if raise price(j) is called after a call to
assign(i, j) or outbid(i, j, k), condition (13) remains satisfied. So, it is sufficient to show that between two successive
calls to raise price(j), outbid(i, j, k) is called for every i such
that xkj > 0. To see this, observe that raise price(j) sets
ykj = xkj ∀k. But, raise price(j) is called only if ∀k, ykj = 0.
outbid(i, j, k) is the only place where value of ykj is reduced. Therefore, outbid(i, j, k) must be called for every k
s.t. ykj > 0. This completes the proof.

Figure 1: An auction algorithm for discovering market clearing prices
Lemma 3. During the progress of the auction algorithm,
conditions (8), (9), (10) and (6) are always satisfied.

P

i=1 j=1

m

ij pj

≤

j j

j=1

Proof. Condition (15) follows from (12) and the fact
that ri ≥ 0 when the algorithm terminates. The condition (16) follows from multiplying (14) with pj and summing
them up for all j. The second inequality of (14) follows from
the invariant (8). We now show that the first inequality of
(14) is satisfied when the algorithm terminates.
There are two conditions for the algorithm to terminate.
When all the goods get assigned (∀j : n
i=1 xij = aj ) then

P

condition (14) is trivially satisfied. In the other case we
ǫ
have, ri ≤ n(1+ǫ)
amin . From (12) we have:
=

X(a

=

X X(a

m

ri

Xr

m

i

i=1

n

ij

j=1 i=1

P

P

X X(a
n

j=1 i=1

Since yij

ij

− xij )pj +

P
≥ 0 and

n
i=1 xij <
ǫ
a
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n
i=1

aij

Xx
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aj
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i=1
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n

⇒ ∀j : aj

m

aj then pj = 1. Since
Therefore we have,

XXy p
P x,
≥

ǫ
(1 + ǫ)

Xy

ǫ
(1 + ǫ)

− xij )pj +

From (8) it follows that if
ǫ
amin , n
ri ≤ n(1+ǫ)
i=1 ri ≤
m

ǫ
(1 + ǫ)

− xij pj ) +

j=1

n

⇒

ij pj

ǫ
amin
(1 + ǫ)

Note that a call to assign() decreases the value of the
total surplus by t (as calculated in procedure assign()). Also
note that, a call to outbid(i, j, k) decreases the surplus
of trader i by tpj and increases the surplus of trader k by
tpj /(1 + ǫ). Therefore, it decreases the value of the total
surplus by tpj ǫ/(1 + ǫ). In every round, for each trader
i, outbid() is repeatedly called until the surplus of trader
i goes to zero. Biddings done earlier by other traders can
only increase the surplus of trader i. Therefore, in calls
made to outbid() and assign() by trader i the total surplus is
guaranteed to reduce by at least ri ǫ/(1 + ǫ). Adding this for
every trader, we get that the total surplus reduces by at least
rǫ/(1 + ǫ) in every round where raise price() is not called.
In other words the surplus r ′ after the round is bounded as:
r ′ ≤ r/(1 + ǫ).

ij

ǫ
amin
(1 + ǫ)

Xx
n

Theorem 1. If the bidding is organized in rounds, and
each trader exhausts its surplus once in every round, then the
a
algorithm main terminates in O( ǫ12 m log( pǫamax
) log pmax )
min
rounds.

ij

i=1

Proof. Note that r can be written as:

X X(a
m

Let pmax be an upper bound on the prices discovered by
this algorithm. Every time raise price(j) is called, pj is increased by a factor (1 + ǫ). Therefore, the number of times
raise price() can be called is bounded by m log (1+ǫ) pmax =
log pmax ). In order to show convergence, we first need
O( m
ǫ
to bound pmax .
Lemma 5. Let vmin = mini,j vij . Let vmax = maxi,j vij .
For all j, pj ≤ (1 + ǫ)vmax /vmin .
Proof. We first show that there is at least one good that
stays at price 1. The price of a good can increase only when
it is completely assigned. The algorithm terminates if all the
goods are completely assigned. Therefore, there is at least
one good at unit price during the course of the algorithm
main. Let this good be k.
Consider good j s.t. pj > 1. Using (8) one can always
pick i such that xij > 0. From (10) we get αi pj ≤ (1 + ǫ)vij .
From (6) we have αi pk ≥ vik . Since pk = 1, we have pj ≤
(1 + ǫ)vij /vik ≤ (1 + ǫ)vmax /vmin .
Note that the algorithm described above is highly distributed and asynchronous. The algorithm does not specify
the order in which the procedures outbid(i, j, k), assign(i,
j) and raise price(j) are called. These may be called for any
value of i, j, k that satisfy the corresponding entry conditions. However, if the bidding is organized in rounds with
each trader exhausting its surplus in every round then the
algorithm can be shown to terminate in polynomial time.
Lemma 6. If each trader exhausts its surplus once in a
round, then either there is a price rise in the round, or the
total surplus (r) reduces by a factor 1/(1 + ǫ) in the round.
Proof. Assume that raise price() is never called in the
round. Let r represent the value of the total surplus at
the beginning of the round, and ri represent the surplus of
trader i at the beginning of the round. We now put a lower
bound on the surplus reduction in the round.

r=

n

j=1 i=1

ij

− xij )pj +

ǫ
1+ǫ

XXy
m

n

ij pj

j=1 i=1

It is easy to see that, raise price() can increase the value of
r. The maximum possible surplus increase by a single call
m
to raise price() is bounded by apmax where a =
j=1 aj .
The algorithm terminates if the total surplus becomes less
ǫ
than 1+ǫ
amin . Therefore, the maximum number of rounds
between two successive calls to raise price() is bounded by
max
)). The number of times raise price() is called
O( 1ǫ log( ap
ǫamin
is bounded by O( 1ǫ m log pmax ). This gives the required
bound.

P

Further note that in each round, where each trader is considered once, a trader, say i, having a surplus ri and chosen
for processing either exhausts the surplus on a particular
good j or yj becomes zero. The first event is charged to the
trader i and the second to a price rise (which happens for
good j when yj is exhausted). Thus in every round n charges
corresponding to the first type of events are generated. This
a
leads to the bound of O(n( ǫ12 m log( pǫamax
) log pmax )
min
We next present a modification to the above basic algorithm that gives better convergence and a stronger market
clearing condition.

5. A FASTER AUCTION ALGORITHM
With two minor variations on the bidding order, the upper
bound on the running time can be significantly improved.
These variations are: (a) A trader i with positive surplus
raises its assignment of good j to the higher price (pj ) before
outbidding another trader on the good; (b) A trader who is
being outbid on a good which is still in its demand set, bids
back immediately on the good and raises its assignment to
the higher price and (c) bidding is organized in rounds such
that every trader exhausts its surplus at least once in every
round. These changes are incorporated in the algorithm
main2 using procedures outbid2() as shown in Figure 2.
Before moving further into the analysis, we introduce
some notations. Consider a directed bipartite graph G =

algorithm main2
∀i, j : xij = yij = hij = 0; pj = 1;
ri = m
j=1 aij pj ;
αi = maxj vij /pj ;
repeat
compute demand sets Di ; αi = maxj vij /pj
repeat
if there is no trader with ri > 0 then done
if there is no unassigned good then done
for all traders i incompletei = F ALSE
while ∃i s.t. ri > 0, incompletei = F ALSE
and raise price() is not called
pick j ∈ Di
n
if
k=1 xkj < aj then assign(i, j)
else if yij > 0 then outbid2(i, j, i)
else if ∃k s.t.ykj > 0 then outbid2(i, j, k)
else raise price(j)
if ri = 0 then incompletei = T RU E
end while
until (raise price() is called) or (done)
until done
end algorithm main2

P

P

Figure 2: A faster auction algorithm
(T, S, E) where T is the set of traders, S is the set of goods
and E is a set of directed edges between S and T . Define
D to be the set of demand edges, X the set of assignment
edges, Y a subset of the set of assignment edges and B a
subset of Y as follows.
iff
iff
iff
iff

To bound the total running time of the algorithm, we need
to bound the number of incomplete calls to outbid2(). This
is dependent on the number of times ri becomes positive
after it has been set to zero. Note that, in the process of
bidding (when outbid2(i, j, k) is called), the surplus (ri )
may be transferred to another trader (rk ). It can be seen
from the definition of procedure outbid2() that, surplus may
the transferred from trader i to a trader j using a sequence
of calls to outbid2() only through a directed path in the
graph G = (T, S, D ∪ B). We now prove an important result
that establishes that the surplus from a trader i cannot cycle
back to itself without a price rise.
Lemma 8. The graph G = (T, S, D ∪ B) is acyclic.

procedure outbid2(i, j, k)
if j 6∈ Dk and i 6= k then
t = min(ykj , pri )
j
hij = hij + t
ykj = ykj − t
ri = ri − tpj
rk = rk + tpj /(1 + ǫ)
else
ǫ
t = min( (1+ǫ)
ykj , pri )
j
hkj = hkj + t/ǫ
ykj = ykj − t(1 + ǫ)/ǫ
hij = hij + t
ri = ri − tpj
endif
end procedure

(i, j) ∈ D
(j, i) ∈ X
(j, i) ∈ Y
(j, i) ∈ B

raise price(). Each call to raise price() can add at most
n edges in Y . Since the total number of price raises are
bounded by O( 1ǫ m log pmax ), the total number of times
edges are added to Y is bounded by O( 1ǫ nm log pmax ). Each
complete call to outbid2() removes one edge in Y . Hence the
result.

j ∈ Di
xij > 0
yij > 0
yij > 0 and j 6∈ Di

Note that when procedure outbid2(i, j, k) is called either ri
goes to zero or an edge from Y is removed (either yij goes
to zero or ykj goes to zero). Define a call to outbid2() as
complete when an edge in Y is removed and incomplete if
ri goes to zero.
Lemma 7. The number of complete calls to outbid2() is
bounded by O( 1ǫ nm log pmax ).
Proof. Initially, there is no edge in Y . Edges in Y
are added (ykj become non-zero) only through a call to

Proof. Consider the graph G at time t.
Assume for contradiction that G has a cycle of the form
(u1 , v1 , u2 , v2 . . . , uk , vk , u1 ) where ui ∈ T, vi ∈ S. Let ti
be the time instant when the price of good vi was raised to
its current level.
The fact that (v1 , u2 ) ∈ B implies that yu2v1 > 0 and
v1 6∈ Du2 . Since v1 is currently not in the demand set of u2 ,
it must have been assigned to u2 at time t′ < t1 . When v1
was being assigned to u2 , the price of v2 must have been at
its current level otherwise v2 will be in the demand set of
u2 instead of v1 . Therefore, the price raise of v2 must have
happened prior to that of v1 i.e. t2 < t1 . Continuing this
argument we get t1 < tk < tk−1 < . . . < t2 < t1 which is
a contradiction to our assumption that there was a cycle in
G. Therefore there is no cycle in G.
Lemma 9. After d rounds of bidding either there is a
price rise, or surplus of at least d traders is guaranteed to
be zero. Moreover, the surplus of these traders cannot rise
later until there is a price rise.
This lemma is immediate from the following stronger
statement. Let us assign a unique rank between 1 and n to
each trader using a topological sort of the graph G. Trader
with rank 1 is a trader with no incoming edge.
Lemma 10. If there is no price rise till d rounds of bidding, then all the traders with rank less than or equal to d
have zero surplus. Moreover, the surplus of these traders
cannot increase later until there is a price rise.
Proof. Assume that there is no price rise. We prove
this result by induction on the number of rounds d. We first
establish the base case.
Let k be the trader of rank 1. Trader k has no incoming
edge in G. rk becomes zero in the first round after a call to
assign() or an incomplete call to outbid2(). rk can become
positive again only through a call to outbid2(i, j, k), such
that ykj > 0 and j 6∈ Dk i.e. (j, k) ∈ B. Such a call will
be made only if j ∈ Di i.e. (i, j) ∈ D. This is not possible
since k is a maximal trader in G.

6.

PERTURBATION BOUNDS

Note that as the bidding progresses without a price rise,
D remains unchanged. Moreover, the sets Y and B shrink.
Therefore, the ranks defined at the beginning of the first
round remain consistent with the modified G until there is
a price rise.
Now consider round d. In every round every trader exhausts its surplus once. Therefore, in the dth round the
trader of rank d will also exhaust its surplus. This traders
can acquire surplus again only through the traders with rank
less than d (from construction of G). However, by induction
hypothesis, all the traders of rank less than d will have zero
surplus after round d − 1. Therefore, the trader of rank d
cannot acquire a surplus in round d or later. Therefore, it
will have a zero surplus at the end of round d and thereafter.

Non-zero utility functions can be obtained by perturbing
the valuations by small amounts. We first scale the endowments such that aj ≥ 1 for all j. We also scale the utility
functions such that the smallest positive utility is at least
unity.
The zero co-efficients of the utility function are modified
to be δ = ǫ/(na). Now, the error on the sum of all the individual objective functions of the traders is bounded by
utmost ǫ. Further, the relaxed complementary slackness
constraints (10) is satisfied to within an error of ǫ. The
complexity of the algorithm remains bounded since the perturbation modifies the term log pmax which is bounded by
log vmax + log(na) + log(1/ǫ).

Lemma 11. The algorithm main2 terminates
O( 1ǫ m log pmax ) iterations of the outer loop.

7. A WEAKER MODEL FOR APPROXIMATE MARKET CLEARING

in

Proof. From Lemma 9 it follows in each iteration of the
outer loop, either there is a price rise within n rounds of
bidding or the total surplus r goes to zero. The algorithm
terminates if the total surplus goes to zero. There can be at
most O( 1ǫ m log pmax ) price rises. Hence the result.
Theorem 2. The algorithm main2
O( 1ǫ (nm2 + mn2 ) log(vmax /vmin )) steps.

terminates

in

Proof. A call to assign() either raises the price or sets
ri = 0. Therefore it may be called at most n2 times in
every iteration of the outer loop. So, total number of calls
to assign is bounded by O( 1ǫ mn2 log pmax ).
From Lemma 7, there can be at most O( 1ǫ mn log pmax )
complete calls to outbid2(). There can be at most O(n)
incomplete calls (one for each trader) to outbid2() in every
round. Therefore, the total number of calls to outbid2() is
bounded by O( 1ǫ (mn + mn2 ) log pmax ).
Demand set computation take O(nm) time and there can
be at most O( 1ǫ m log pmax ) such computations. Therefore
the total time in demand set computations is bounded by
O( 1ǫ nm2 log pmax ). This gives the required bound.
Lemma 12. When the algorithm main2 terminates conditions (4), (15) and the following

XXa
n

m

i=1 j=1

XXx
=
n

ij pj

In this section we show that with the model of [9], our
algorithm becomes strongly polynomial. For the purpose of
this section we will assume that each aj , the amount available of good j is unity. This can be achieved by scaling
[9]. We modify our terminating condition so that the algorithm stops when there is an item with price greater than
m/ǫ. An analysis of the excess money demand/supply gives
the approximation bound and a polynomial algorithm with
improved time complexity.
Consider the following approximating condition [9]: An
allocation satisfies the ǫ-approximate market clearing condition if neither deficiency nor surplus is too high in value
i.e.,
|ξ(p) − p| ≤ ǫ, ||p|| = 1

(19)

where ξ() is the demand in terms of money, ξj (p) =
Σi∈T xij pj and p is the price vector.
We show that when pj ≥ m/ǫ for any j then our algorithm
could be stopped satisfying the condition (19).
If pj > 1 in our algorithm then the good numbered j
is cleared, i.e. ξj (p) = pj . If pj = 1 then pj − ξ(p) =
n
pj − n
i=1 xij pj = 1 −
i=1 xij ≤ 1. This implies that
|p − ξ(p)| ≤ m. If there is a j such that pj ≥ m/ǫ then

P

P

P 1 p |p − ξ(p)| ≤ ǫ
P
Now the normalized price vector p̂ = p/
m
j=1

j

m
j=1

pj satisfies:

|p̂ − ξ(p̂)| ≤ ǫ, ||p̂|| = 1

m

ij pj

(18)

i=1 j=1

are satisfied.

Thus the algorithm main2 terminates in O( 1ǫ (nm2 +
mn2 ) log pmax )) where pmax = m/ǫ and is strongly polynomial.

8. CONCLUSIONS
Proof. Condition (15) is satisfied because ri ≥ 0. The
algorithm main2 terminates either when all the goods are
assigned or when there is no surplus left. In the former case
condition (4) will be satisfied and hence (18) will also be
satisfied. In the latter ∀i : ri = 0. Summing (17) over i and
n
using the fact that n
i=1 xij ≤
i=1 aij for all j and yij ≥ 0
for all i and j, we get yij = 0 for all i, j and n
i=1 xij = aj for
all j. Therefore conditions (15) and (18) will be satisfied.

P

P

P

In this paper we described a parametrized linearprogramming formulation for the market clearing problem.
The formulation naturally leads to an auction algorithm
which approximates market clearing efficiently. The formulation is of independent interest as it could lead to an
efficient exact algorithm for the market clearing problem.
Improving the complexity of the approximations should
be possible by a careful choice of the bidding order.

9.
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